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In the late 1930s, Walt Disney began brainstorming a revolutionary notion of setting animation to 

significant classical music pieces. This ambitious concept – initially entitled “The Concert 

Feature” – ultimately became the 1940 animated feature film Fantasia. The movie consists of a 

series of animated vignettes, each independent in style and theme, structured around historical 

pieces of music chosen explicitly by Disney and Leopold Stokowski (the orchestra conductor for 

the film).1 The selected compositions are Johann Sebastian Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, 

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker Suite, Paul Dukas’s The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (which 

debuted Mickey Mouse in one of his iconic outfits consisting of a red robe and blue wizard hat), 

Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, Ludwig van Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony, Amilcare 

Ponchielli’s Dance of the Hours, Modest Mussorgsky’s Night on Bald Mountain, and Franz 

Schubert’s Ave Maria. 2 

Ever since Fantasia’s 1940 premiere, critics have voiced both praise and criticism for the film, 

with opinions varying for each individual segment. The Greek mythology-inspired Pastoral 

Symphony section has been particularly ridiculed for its musical and artistic approaches. Classical 

music purists loathed the decision to drastically cut down Beethoven’s historical piece from its 

original forty-minute performance run-time to a twenty-two-minute length (although the segment 

is still by far one of the longest sections in the film).3 Further criticisms focused on the animated 

action of the central characters, which are predominantly various forms of mythological horse 

figures – including unicorns (horned horses), centaurs and centaurides (male and female half-

human horses), and pegasi (winged horses). Although historians, critics, and even the film’s own 

animators regard the Pastoral as Fantasia’s “poorest” segment that “seriously falters” as “a 

misfire” with “completely wrong” design that “diminished and defeated” its talented animators, 

one section of the Pastoral scene has earned continuous praise – the moments depicting the 

pegasi.4 

 

FANTASIA ‘FAILURES’ AND ‘SUCCESSES’ 

 

Fantasia took three full years to produce, largely due to Walt Disney’s desire for the film to be 

groundbreaking in both concept and technology. Disney engineers invented a stereophonic sound 

system – aptly called ‘Fantasound’ – which made Fantasia the first commercial movie released in 

stereo (which eventually became the sound standard for radio, film, and television).5 The studio 

also experimented with the idea of immersive enhancements such as filming individual segments 

in 3-D and blowing specific aroma fragrances in the theater during various sections of the film 

(these immersive experiments would never come to fruition).6 Due to the film’s longer run-time 

of just over two hours, combined with the unique demands of the complicated Fantasound setup, 



Fantasia was first released as a roadshow attraction (a reserved-seat or hard-ticket engagement for 

a movie opening in a limited number of theaters in major cities before its general worldwide 

release).7 

Fantasia was initially considered a success at the time of its premiere, earning impressive 

critical acclaim, high ticket demand at box offices, and breaking theater run records.8 However, 

the cost of setting up Fantasound in each theater, along with the onset of World War II halting 

European releases (costing the studio a high percentage of expected profits), ultimately burdened 

the film with a substantial financial loss and a ‘box-office failure’ label.9 Consequently, Walt 

Disney abandoned his plans to produce more Fantasia films.  

As is seemingly a pattern with other Disney films, Fantasia eventually found greater success 

through re-releases and imitations (inspiring other studios to fuse animation with classical music 

such as Warner Bros.’ Loony Tunes cartoons).10 After Walt’s death, Fantasia gained great fandom 

in the late 1960s during America’s psychedelic era (similar to Disney’s Alice in Wonderland’s 

popular ‘trippy’ image during this same time).11 The film’s vivid imagery and bright colors 

appealed to newer (and future) artistic generations, including being anticipatory of iconic pop 

artists like Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein and influential on notable science fiction and 

fantasy filmmakers.12 

Further subsequent re-releases during the end of the twentieth-century earned Fantasia new 

waves of success, including record-breaking home video sales, a certified platinum soundtrack, 

and new audio breakthroughs that made its 1980s theatrical re-release the first public presentation 

of a feature film to use landmark digital stereo sound.13 The film’s resurgence also forced the 

Disney Studio to acknowledge and edit moments that originally portrayed offensive depictions of 

people of color – or “outdated cultural depictions” as the studio currently states on its Disney+ 

streaming service – with the Pastoral segment requiring the most editing.14 

Although racial controversies and criticisms of its animation and musical trimming make the 

Pastoral segment frequently viewed as Fantasia’s weakest section, the parts depicting pegasi have 

earned praise. Historians, critics, and artists regard these moments of mythological flying horses 

to be the “most impressive sequence,” “the most successfully animated classical creatures,” and 

“a tour de force of animation.”15 Furthermore, the marriage of the pegasi visuals to Beethoven’s 

symphony is described positively as “keeping the spirit of the music” and depicting “illusive 

fantasy” that “comes to full and convincing life in stunningly free movements that perfectly match 

the magnificence of Beethoven.”16  

 

BEETHOVEN’S PASTORAL SYMPHONY 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven was a German composer who bridged the classical and romantic music 

eras of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. His music is considered revolutionary and 

transformative for its time, with his compositions perceived as “shaping the identity of what came 

to be known as classical music.”17 Some of Beethoven’s most highly regarded pieces are his 

symphonies (he wrote nine symphonies in total). In general, a symphony is a large orchestral work 

divided into contrasting movements, typically four or five, and it usually lasts between thirty and 

sixty minutes (most of Beethoven’s symphonies take approximately forty minutes to perform).18 

Although Beethoven did not develop the symphony, he certainly helped it evolve into the most 

important musical genre during his lifetime.19 

Beethoven’s historical influence on the music world is vast and impressive, including inspiring 

the modern piano, styles of conducting, the professional orchestra institution, and groundbreaking 



recording technology.20 His music even infiltrated historic world events, such as the 1848-1849 

European revolutions, World War II Morse Code, and the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.21 

Beethoven is one of the most iconic names in history, with famously recognizable titles that have 

cemented their places in culture, such as his Symphony No. 5, his Symphony No. 9 “Ode to Joy” 

finale, Moonlight Sonata, Für Elise, and The Pastoral Symphony. 

Beethoven’s Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68, also titled the Pastoral Symphony, is 

historically unique in being one of the rare compositions that Beethoven intentionally named 

beyond mere cataloging numbers – the majority of his familiar titles (such as the famous 

“Moonlight” and “Pathétique” piano sonatas) were labeled by friends, publishers, and critics, or 

named after the pieces’ patrons and dedicatees.22 The term “pastoral” (or “pastorale”) refers to an 

artistic work representing or evoking life in the countryside.23 Beethoven’s original full name for 

the piece was “Pastoral Symphony, or Recollections of Country Life,” displaying a public 

declaration of the piece’s homage to nature and the countryside (Beethoven was often quoted as a 

lover and admirer of nature).24  

The Pastoral Symphony score calls for a standard orchestra instrumentation consisting of 

woodwinds, brass, percussion, and strings. Beethoven’s original orchestration for the piece calls 

specifically for the following: woodwinds (two flutes, one piccolo, two oboes, two clarinets, two 

bassoons); brass (two horns, two trumpets, two trombones); percussion (timpani), and strings 

(violins, violas, cellos, and basses).25 The number of players on each string instrument varied 

greatly throughout performances of Beethoven’s symphonies, drastically increasing from about 

twenty string players to nearly seventy string players during the turn of the nineteenth century 

(coinciding with the historical size increase of the modern orchestra). This fact is why the broader 

term “strings” is often printed in orchestra scores instead of specific numbers of players per string 

instrument.26 

Although some initial sketches of one of the Pastoral Symphony’s musical themes date as early 

as 1803, Beethoven wrote the majority of the piece during the months spanning late 1807 and early 

1808 (merely a few years before his notable hearing impairment reached full deafness).27 The 

symphony premiered in concert at the Theater an der Wien in Vienna, Austria on December 22, 

1808, and was accompanied by a printed program that outlined the descriptive titles of the 

symphony’s five movements: 

 
Pastoral Symphony, more the expression of feeling than painting. 

 First movement. Pleasant feelings which are awakened in mankind on arrival in the country. 

 Second movement. Scene by the brook. 

 Third movement. Joyful fellowship of country folk; leading into 

 Fourth movement. Thunder and Storm; in turn leading into 

 Fifth movement. Beneficent feeling after the storm joined with thanks to the deity.28 

 

As evident through the various movement titles, Beethoven seeks to invoke specific mental images 

in a somewhat narrative cohesiveness. The five movements take listeners on an emotional journey 

through an initial arrival in the country and a discovery of a babbling brook, then followed by the 

witnessing of a merry gathering of townspeople (often historically considered shepherds) that is 

interrupted by an intense storm, which eventually passes and leaves the country folks feeling 

grateful. Due to this bucolic focus, Classic FM radio describes the symphony in the following way: 

“If this music had a scent, it would be freshly cut grass and fields of bluebells, or maybe even a 

whiff of the farmyard.”29 Beethoven’s Pastoral title and various descriptors made his sixth 

symphony “one of the first moments in history when a symphony receives a title with the obvious 



intention of stating a preset background for the music” – in this instance, alluding to specified 

imagery of nature and country life.30 This use of music as a function for abstract storytelling and 

visualization allows for the Pastoral Symphony to be considered an early example of “Program 

Music” (music intended to evoke images or a story), marking the beginning of popular nineteenth-

century programmatic music.31 

 

DISNEY’S PASTORAL SEGMENT AND ITS PEGASI 

 

Walt Disney was passionate about including a section in Fantasia that animated Greek mythology, 

believing the decision to be ambitious and unique for its time.32 Initially, the segment was to feature 

music from French composer Gabriel Pierné’s mythology-inspired ballet Cydalise et le Chèvre-

pied (Cydalise and the Satyr), which premiered in 1923. However, Disney decided to change the 

music selection late in the writing process from a belief that the programmatic elements of the 

Pastoral Symphony and Beethoven’s iconic name made the symphony a superior choice.33  

Disney designed the Greek mythology action to be loosely based on Beethoven’s insinuated 

Pastoral narrative while animating a journey through heavenly mythological worlds – a 

presentation he described as “a travelogue through the Elysian Fields.”34 Fantasia audiences 

experience the general arc structure that Beethoven described in the program titles of the 

symphony’s five movements. The animated segment visually displays a seemingly relaxing 

‘nature,’ which includes bodies of water, and then introduces its pleasant inhabitants who are 

enjoying their festive gathering until they are forced to endure a terrorizing storm; yet, they 

ultimately survive it and feel peace. While Beethoven evokes realistic imagery, Disney adapts the 

narrative to mythology. As described in the Pastoral’s introductory monologue by the film’s 

central narrator, Deems Taylor, the segment begins with the unfolding of a ‘nature scene’ 

involving the mystical Mount Olympus and its tranquil forest, fields, and water. Next, the scene 

introduces the land’s mythological inhabitants and their gathering for a festival to honor Bacchus 

(the god of wine). During the festivities, Zeus (the ruler of all the gods) appears in the sky to 

interrupt the celebration by summoning a powerful storm and hurtling down lightning bolts forged 

by Vulcan (the fire god). Eventually, Zeus and Vulcan grow tired of terrorizing this gathering and 

retire so that they can slumber. The segment concludes with the mystical inhabitants feeling safe 

and comforted by Iris (the rainbow goddess) and Apollo (the god of sun and light), who cleanse 

the sky; Morpheus (the god of sleep), who blankets the land with his cloak of night; and Diana 

(the moon goddess), who shoots her fiery arrow into the sky to ignite the stars. 

The segment’s beginning section introducing the various inhabitants of Mount Olympus is 

where the audience views (and hears) the pegasi. Approximately seventy-five seconds into the 

scene, viewers witness a family of winged horses flying across the sky and casting shadows on the 

land creatures below. The depicted flying family of mythological equines consists of a father 

leading his flying children through the air. As the father and children near a tall tree, the audience 

meets the mother and the family’s youngest offspring – Pegasus. 

For clarity, the term “Pegasus” is historically the proper name for a specific divine male creature 

among the general category of mythical winged horses; however, “pegasus” has also evolved into 

a broader noun referring to any general flying horse, with the term “pegasi” typically used as the 

formal plural noun of winged horses.35 Thus, in this part of the essay, “Pegasus” will refer to the 

specific winged horse child presented as the section’s central character, and the “pegasi” will refer 

to Pegasus’s family (father, mother, and siblings). 



As the Pastoral segment continues, a nest in the tall tree houses an emerging Pegasus, who 

appears from under his mother’s wing. Upon viewing his siblings flying, Pegasus ventures out of 

the nest for his first attempt at flight (just like a crawling infant who is attempting to walk for the 

first time). Pegasus’s initial two attempts at flying are not successful, and he falls twice, landing 

first on a lower tree branch and then second onto the ground. His nurturing mother soars down and 

nudges him toward the sky again, guiding him with his tail. The determined Pegasus is able to pull 

himself up into the sky and successfully fly. Upon joining his parents and siblings in their morning 

flight, the pegasi family soars through the air, hurdling over and diving through clouds. Pegasus 

and his family ultimately end their sky travels by landing in the water and gently gliding through 

the ripples. The pegasi are then joined by more winged horses, which similarly end their morning 

flights with a swim. Pegasus and his siblings enjoy playfully splashing, and then follow their 

parents to join the large gathering of winged horses gliding through the water. Pegasus, his family, 

and their fellow winged horses all enjoy their relaxing swim under the basking sun, thus, ending 

the primary ‘pegasi section’ of the Pastoral segment (although Pegasus and his family are briefly 

shown again, rushing to find shelter during the storm and enjoying flying through the comforting 

rainbow that appears in its aftermath).  

 

THE SOUNDS OF THE PEGASI 

 

The primary pegasi section takes place during the first movement of Beethoven’s Pastoral 

Symphony (edited down from its original length of between ten and fourteen minutes to a length 

just shy of five minutes).36 As evident by its descriptive title in the printed program from the 

symphony’s premiere, this opening movement reflects the pleasant emotions felt when arriving in 

the countryside. The movement’s sheet music contains the common Italian tempo marking 

“Allegro ma non troppo,” which generally translates to “quick, but not overtly so.” This instruction 

to the conductor and musicians implies that they should perform the music with a natural upbeat 

speed and bouncy feel, seemingly matching the energetic stride of a brisk walk or jaunty carriage 

ride into the country.  

Movement I of the symphony is notable for its subtleness (a musicality of which the Fantasia 

segment takes advantage). Beethoven had a fondness for grand and dramatic orchestration (as is 

evident in the violent opening of his iconic Symphony No. 5 that premiered in the same historic 

1808 concert as the Pastoral Symphony). However, Movement I of his Pastoral indulges in 

prominent moments of softness, delicacy, and silence. The movement begins with a soft droning 

of low-pitched complimentary notes, followed by an introduction of a lively yet semi-simplistic 

(very hummable, song-like) violin melody that rises and falls within seconds, relaxing into an 

instance of silence. The music recedes and pauses just as the listener becomes aware of its 

existence. These opening seconds foreshadow the movement’s dominant warmth and sweetness 

while establishing the movement’s first theme and primary motif (a composition’s short musical 

phrase that is important throughout the piece).  

Once Movement I is underway, the orchestra navigates through continuous developments of 

the motif, resulting in a series of short phrases that are primarily similar – if not the same – in 

melody, rhythm, or articulation. The incessant repeating of these pleasing musical patterns is akin 

to the consistency of sounds in nature, such as blowing wind, bird calls, humming insects, swaying 

trees, running brooks, and rustling leaves.37 During these initial developments of the Pastoral’s 

opening theme and motif, the Fantasia segment reveals the mythological world and introduces the 

first set of characters: young unicorns and woodland satyrs (half-human/half-goat boys). The 



unicorns gallop and prance in stride with the music’s liveliness, while the satyrs frolic and play 

their pipes in sync with the orchestra’s woodwind and brass instruments. These initial playful shots 

display Fantasia’s aim to provide tight synchronization between Beethoven’s score and Disney-

style animation. This synchronization exists as an essential storytelling tool for the Greek 

mythology-themed segment (and the film as a whole), in order to evoke emotional, narrative, and 

visual contrasts for the audience. These crucial contrasts appear in the section that immediately 

proceeds the opening frolicking moments – the pegasi section. 

The pegasi appear on screen at the start of the first movement’s new section. Measure 66 of 

Movement I shifts into a different thematic part consisting of a repeated descending motif played 

in the string instruments. The motif contains elongated phrasing and is performed legato (a musical 

term generally meaning “smooth” or “connected”). Harmonically, the motif develops over two 

rotating primary chords: G major and C major. During this new section, C major has become the 

temporary tonic (a musical term referring to the tone that functions as the final tonal center or 

resolution). While C major acts as this section’s tonic, G major functions as its dominant (a musical 

term referring to the tone considered next in importance to the tonic). In music theory Roman 

numeral analysis, the tonic is I and the dominant is V. The dominant emotionally evokes a sense 

of anticipation and slight tension while the tonic emotes a sense of arrival and satisfaction. 

Moreover, both tones build as major chords (a chord built on the first, third, and fifth notes of a 

major scale that typically sounds ‘pleasing’ to western audiences). Thus, continually rotating 

between the G major and C major chords during this new thematic section gives the audience a 

circular sense of arrival and competition, like a pleasant emotional carousel. 

The revolving tonic and dominant major chords, in combination with the elongated descending 

melodic motif, construct music that is at once sweeping and grounding. Introducing the pegasi 

characters during this section of Movement I is intelligent and appropriate. What allows for these 

particular mythological creatures to be perceived as fascinating and beautiful are their wings and 

subsequent flying abilities. Just as Beethoven’s music contrasts from the lively opening themes to 

this new flowing section, so do the animated visuals. The on-screen perspective transitions from 

the exuberant creatures on land to the flying horses in the sky. During this visual introduction to 

the pegasi, the audience undoubtedly turns its initial focus toward the father leading his children. 

The size of the adult horse’s body and wingspan is massive in comparison to his offspring. 

Moreover, the father’s fully developed wings move more slowly for controlled gliding, as opposed 

to the frantic flapping of the children’s wings. The father’s large body and controlled movements 

depict a sense of majestic gracefulness. As he visually soars through the air, the music aurally 

soars with him with the elongated legato motif. Similarly, as he visually remains controlled and 

grounded in his fatherly duties, the music aurally remains grounded in its consistent harmonic 

arrivals and completions.  

As the pegasi narrative shifts toward young Pegasus and his mother, the dichotomy of the 

‘experienced’ parent and the ‘inexperienced’ child suits the musical back-and-forthness of 

Beethoven’s thematic developments. Pegasus yearns to fly like his parents and siblings, but his 

initial airborne abilities do not equal his fearless determination. Pegasus’s initial two unsuccessful 

attempts at flying take place during a musical call-and-response-like passage between the strings 

and the woodwinds. The woodwinds play a soft legato theme (Pegasus jumps out of his nest with 

a confident facial expression); the strings immediately follow, playing a loud, lively syncopated 

theme (Pegasus’s face grows anxious as he realizes he cannot keep himself midair); the loud, 

energetic music quickly builds up to a climactic chord and a subsequent beat of silence (Pegasus 

falls and lands). This passage repeats. Pegasus confidently jumps into the air (soft legato 



woodwinds), he realizes he cannot stay in flight (loud syncopated strings), and he falls to the 

ground (climatic chord and a beat of silence). The alternating musical qualities allow the audience 

to feel an emotional connection with the young winged horse. The sweetness and quietness of the 

woodwinds project an intimacy with Pegasus and his youthful curiosity. Conversely, the energy 

and loudness of the strings reflect Pegasus’s transition and his struggle to stay in flight. Animating 

the creature’s flying attempts during this particular Beethoven passage allows for musical 

representations of Pegasus’s optimistic adrenaline and worrisome anxiousness.  

On Pegasus’s third attempt at flight, both the music and the story take a turn. Musically, the 

rhythm of the strings transitions to triplets (meaning there are three notes per beat instead of an 

even two notes per beat); this transition gives the vivacious strings a different ‘march-like’ energy 

that feels at once more majestic, steady, and celebratory. Visually, Pegasus’s mother flies to the 

ground and motivates her son to attempt flying once more, this time with her loving (and physical) 

support. The musical change emotionally matches the visual change – Pegasus is no longer alone 

on screen. The shifting music helps inform the audience that Pegasus will most likely succeed in 

this latest attempt at flying, which he ultimately does. Now that Pegasus is able to finally join his 

parents and siblings in the sky, the pegasi family embarks together on a gentle flight through the 

warm air. 

The soaring father and mother lead with perfect unity and movement synchronization, 

displaying a sense of maturity and adulthood, while their offspring happily follow (with Pegasus 

slightly trailing behind). The music has again shifted, this time to quieter notes that are accented 

and detached. The melody is a development of the movement’s opening theme, but it carries a 

tightened delicate energy that is timely released through interspersed bursts of brief loud notes. As 

the pegasi gracefully fly through the sky over the quieter music passage, the moments of dramatic 

melodic bursts accompany the creatures as they hurdle over and bust through clouds.   

As the music jumps toward the final sections of the Pastoral’s first movement, the pegasi family 

gracefully descends from the sky into the water. The music swells with a repeated soaring melody 

played by the strings as the family glides through the water together. As the music continues to 

swell and develop through repeating motifs, numerous other winged horses appear flying above 

the swimming pegasi family. Various visuals synchronize with musical moments throughout the 

section. The flying creatures slowly descend toward the water as the prominent melody in the 

strings gradually descends. As individual horses land in the water, woodwind and brass 

instruments join the strings in dramatic bursts of chords. Pegasus and his siblings playfully splash 

and make waves during a bouncy clarinet-led passage. As the orchestra decreases in volume, the 

screen zooms out to show the full view of the water bustling with swimming winged horses. 

Movement I ends with a series of stately chords that conclude with three (one loud and two soft) 

elongated instances of the tonic chord. These final musical moments accompany a further visual 

panning that surveys the watering area and then leads the audience toward a new locale within the 

mythological realm (setting up for the segment’s next portion focused on the centaurs and 

centaurides). Subsequently, Fantasia concludes Movement I of Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony 

along with its primary pegasi section.  

 

DISNEY ART AND ANIMATION 

 

The Pastoral segment and its fantastical world of mythological creatures – including the pegasi – 

was created using techniques that are specific to Disney’s animation studios for creating a 

believable three-dimensional appearance in a two-dimensional medium. Disney’s animators 



streamlined the mode of animating by reinventing the norm. It was common practice for animators 

to set up their drawing stations to include a drawing board with pegs along one of the lengths, and 

a stack of drawing papers that had holes to aid in the alignment of the papers once added to the 

pegs of the board. This practice of animating had pegs that ran across the top of the drawing station, 

but it was mainly used by animation studios on the East Coast. Thus, in an effort to streamline the 

process, Disney’s studios realized the effectiveness of turning the board 180 degrees to have the 

pegs run along the bottom of the board. This simple action made it more efficient to check the 

animation sequencing of each of the drawings.38   

The animator would place a finger between five different sheets and alternatively flip the 

drawings in order – an effect referred to as “rolling the drawings” – but in an even timed movement 

to visually see the animation sequence.39 This “rolling” allowed the animator to “feel the life” of 

the animation.40 With the pegs at the top, the animator would turn the pages away from 

himself/herself to see the shifts between one drawing to the next; the twisting of the hand would 

put extra stress on the wrists, and the paper would often interfere with the observation. By moving 

the pegs to the bottom of the drawing station, the animators would shift the paper toward 

themselves in a more natural movement, similar to opening a jar. Not only would the drawing 

paper move away from the drawing observation faster, but it also reduced  stress on the body and 

allowed animators to better see any deviation from the projected action of the character. The effect 

that this small change of paper orientation had on the animation process would positively impact 

the transition of the movements of the characters.  

In addition to the way in which the studio reviewed how it considered characters in an 

animation, its animators were also challenged to revise the effectiveness of the illustrated scenery 

in order to render a more believable environment. The backgrounds were created to give an 

atmospheric perspective that was natural to the way artists produced a painting using foreground, 

middleground, and background, and using variances in color to indicate the depth in the scenery 

from dark to lighter as it recedes. The result is a two-dimensional painting used in a film, a two-

dimensional medium, layered with an animation created to give a three-dimensional result. The 

scenery would be painted on a scroll and placed in a frame device that would be controlled with 

turn-cranks on the left and right sides of the tabletop. The animator would place one drawing of 

the character on top of the scenery and photograph them both. He would remove the drawing, take 

the next drawing in the sequence, align the drawings by placing them on the pegs, and crank the 

scenery in the desired direction to take the next photograph. The compilation of photographs would 

create the animation. At times, this traditional method was appropriate when trying to create an 

emphasis on a character, but when Disney wanted to create full-length animated films, the 

cinematic sensibility was not achieved through this process.  

Yet Disney studios created a multiplane camera to correct for the lack of depth. A vertical frame 

was created with seven platforms that would each hold a pane of glass, and a camera would be 

situated above, facing downward and toward the interior of the frame. Each of the panes of glass 

would have a plane of the scenery, which was divided into layers (up to seven) and painted by the 

animators using oil paint. The animators would decide how many planes would be used for each 

of the foreground, middleground, and background portions of the scenery with consideration of 

the distance from the viewer. When in place, the camera operator would have the control to zoom 

into the paintings at the desired speed and into the scenery, passing different painted layers as it 

receded inward or outward to animate the scene. Additionally, the panes of glass could be moved 

from left to right as needed for the effectiveness of the storyline. This process imitates what a 

person would experience if he or she were to move through a forest, as first used in the production 



of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and seen in several proceeding films, including the Pastoral 

segment in Fantasia.41 

 

THE SIGHTS OF THE PEGASI 

 

Disney’s concept artists for the Pastoral segment also considered historical art references. Disney 

artist Albert Hurter looked at nineteenth-century artist Arnold Bocklin and turn-of-the-century 

Franz von Stuck, both of whom were Symbolism painters depicting mythological 

creatures.42 Further inspiration was found in illustrations from turn-of-the-century artist 

Heinrich Kley, specifically his drawings of anthropomorphized animals. 43 Additionally, a 

reference in the second section of the Pastoral segment – when the centaurs are courting the 

centaurettes – shows a scene similar to Jean-Honoré Fragonard’s oil painting The Swing (1767).  

Although most of the references to historical art were shown with representational animal 

interpretations, having a background in traditional artmaking was regarded as essential to 

the development of animators.44 Senior Disney animator Grim Natwick would mentor new 

animators by advising them with the following: 

 
You should learn to draw as well as possible before starting to anima te…The better you can draw, the 

easier it’ll be for you. You’ll have to draw the character in all positions and from every angle; and if you 

can’t do it, and have to stage it from some other angle, it’s very restrictive and takes longer. 45 

 

Traditional art schools would have students learn from artworks in museums and collections by 

not only studying paintings and sculptures, but also by sketching and painting them to have a 

deeper understanding of their three-dimensional rendering. Signs that often hung in the Disney 

studios would suggest a throwback to the basics: “Does your drawing have weight, depth, and 

balance?”46 

Once the concept artists were ready to develop the first rendition of the characters, they would 

make a drawing with notations of important characteristics and considerations for consistency. 

These drawings with descriptive notes were called photostat model sheets. Some of the original 

model sheets for Fantasia’s adult pegasi and young Pegasus have survived and been authenticated. 

On the model sheet for the adult male flying horse, notations are seen around the creature such as 

“keep solid muscular on male – female has slightly softer forms,” “wings attach high on shoulder 

blades and boldly,” and “maine [sic] has stiff bristley feeling – but not too stiff to blow back and 

forth.”47 Additionally, an anatomically rendered wing has instructions such as “first 4 or 5 feathers 

are the largest and are drawn toward the wrist.” Further descriptions for the male include “lots of 

arch in neck,” “color separation on underside of wing,” and “proud feeling on tail.”48  

In comparison to the male flying horse, the model sheet for the adult female flying horse has 

notations such as “female has same basic construction as male but softer forms – slender legs and 

smaller hoofs,” and “maine [sic] on female is very loose and flowing.”49 Additional notes on the 

female model sheet outline how her wing feathers should spread while “in action,” her small ears 

should be “in line with her head most of the time,” and her face should not have color separation 

(while color separation should be used on the male’s face).50 

Additional visual references are seen in the model sheet for young Pegasus. Various illustrations 

depict the character in stages of movement from flight to fall.51 Some of the sketches show Pegasus 

in a more anatomically correct depiction of horses. Conversely, other sketches on the model sheet 

depict Pegasus in a more anthropomorphized style. These stylized depictions include exaggerated 

movement, elongated limbs, and highly expressive facial reactions consisting of large, gentle eyes. 



This visual style is consistent with Disney animation that often results in young 

anthropomorphized characters being perceived by general audiences as ‘cute’ and ‘playful.’ The 

observable contrasts between the more anatomically correct adult characters and the ‘cute’ 

anthropomorphized child characters provide more marketability toward both adult and young 

audiences. Additionally, this contrast is an observable format used in other Disney animated 

features, such as the depictions of young Bambi and his adult mother in the 1942 film Bambi. 

In the opening sequence of the Pastoral segment, the viewer is introduced to Mount Olympus 

and the surrounding lands as well as the chroma that ties the three scenes to the hues of the pegasi.  

The cool blues and purples are represented across the landscape while the skies and small elliptical 

clouds on the left are portrayed in various oranges and pinks. The start of the day is depicted 

through the changes of tints and hues, which provide the only movement in the establishing 

imagery. Once the daylight comes, the landscape is transformed into a variety of pastels with 

abstracted trees, which are contrasted by a vibrant green terrain. The use of the multiplane camera 

segues the viewer inward for a closer look.  

Flocking unicorns gallop from the center background, which has a faint, transparent look. This 

technique is a method used by artists to create atmospheric perspective. Objects that appear closer 

show the most vibrancy and detail while objects that are receded farther away appear faint and 

with a cool tone of color due to water particles in the air. As the unicorns round their way toward 

the foreground of the screen, their colors actualize to solid purple, white, and vibrant pink tones 

with matching yellow horns. They appear to be stylized as cartooned interpretations of a unicorn 

rather than the originally drawn references, which depicted them with more mass and curled 

manes. The structure of the models for the unicorns seems to commit more to goat characteristics 

rather than those of horses.52 The result seen in the opening scene depicts a simplified impression 

of a horse lacking facial detail and texture. 

Soaring in the sky and leading the pack is the father flying horse with his family. The 

introduction of the adult male shows the more technically accurate portrayal of a horse and the 

function of an avian. The animated male does not deviate from the original construction shown in 

the pegasi model sheets drafted. The animators maintained the “stiff bristley feeling” of the mane, 

which is repetitive in the linear coiffed appearance similar to a Trojan helmet.53 However, as the 

notes direct, the mane is “not too stiff to blow back & forth”; it maintains this stiffness, but shows 

no indication of movement. 54 As he moves toward the foreground, he expands his wings to show 

a similar pose to the model sheet. The proportion remains consistent, as the notation suggests, 

since the measure of the top feather equals the length of the horse to the wrist.  

Despite these consistencies with the original photostat model for the adult male flying horse, 

there are evident departures from the original descriptive instructions. These changes include 

simplifying the connection point of the feathers to the underside of the wing, the lack of texture in 

the mane and tail, and a deviation of the tail when he is in flight. The notation for the tail states 

that it should maintain “fairly stiff” and flow from the height of the tail curvature to the end, but 

as seen in the first look of the male Pegasus, the arch is instead a flattened curve.55 

The adult female flying horse is feminized by a series of slendering anatomical features. As 

noted on the female model sheet, the mane is to remain “loose and flowing,” and she should have 

a “softer form – slender legs and small hoofs.”56 In comparison to the adult male’s military-style 

hair, her mane is organized in curving and flowing segments. Additionally, her ears are small, and 

her eyes are animated to blink slowly so that they will seem more coquettish with their additional 

eyelashes. In contrast, the adult male’s glance is steady, with no eye blinking, and colorized in 

bright red.  



Once the young Pegasus leaves the nest, the family, led by the adult male and female pegasi, 

takes flight toward water. This moment allows for a comparison specifically of their manes and 

legs. Nevertheless, the two maintain the same scale. Female horses would be a little more petite, 

but the adult female flying horse is animated with the same size, equalizing them on this single 

point. However, a sense of hierarchy appears from their colors: the use of black for the father gives 

him sense of weight and emphasis, while the mother, depicted in off-white, seems to be lighter in 

color rather than in physical stature. 

The young pegasi vary in saturated pastel colors – with one matching the father – and are 

stylized similarly to the unicorns at the start of the Pastoral segment. They are simplified and void 

of texture. Their movements are exaggerated, which can be seen when their hind legs gallop past 

their front legs while their facial expressions are anthropomorphized. As they jump off the 

architectural structure, the young pegasi (including baby Pegasus) smile on their way toward the 

water and even raise a hoof as if to hold their nose before being submerged. Their playfulness adds 

to the juvenile aspect of their appearances, which contrasts with the more technical aspects of the 

male and female pegasi, and these visual distinctions are what conclude the pegasi section of the 

Pastoral segment. 

 

FANTASIA’S LEGACY 

 

Fantasia has experienced significant resurgences in popularity throughout the last half of the 

twentieth century. This renewed public interest in Walt Disney’s original ambitious ‘animation + 

classical music’ concept led to the Disney Studio producing what Walt had desired when he was 

alive – another Fantasia film. Walt’s nephew, Roy E. Disney, spent the 1990s producing a sequel 

to Fantasia. Originally called Fantasia Continued, the final film was entitled Fantasia 2000 to 

reflect its year of wide release. Like its predecessor, Fantasia 2000 is an animated feature film 

consisting of unrelated segments that visually interpret significant accompanying music pieces. 

The chosen compositions highlighted are Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Ottorino Respighi’s Pines 

of Rome, George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue, Dmitri Shostakovich’s 2nd Piano Concerto, 

Camille Saint-Saëns’s The Carnival of the Animals, Dukas’s The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (reused 

from the original Fantasia film), Edward Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance Marches, and Igor 

Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite.57 The inclusion of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 made him the only 

composer featured in both Fantasia films for two different music pieces (Duka’s The Sorcerer’s 

Apprentice appears twice as a duplication).  

Neither Fantasia nor Fantasia 2000 were initially financial successes. However, audiences and 

critics respected the films’ use of animated entertainment in introducing newer (often younger) 

generations to notable historical music pieces. Walt Disney’s vision of immortalizing highly 

regarded older compositions in new, creative ways allows ongoing generations to feel more 

personalized connections to significant music.  

Despite elements of Fantasia – particularly its Greek mythology-themed Pastoral segment – 

receiving criticism and debate, the specific pegasi section continues to earn praise. The marriage 

of score and screen unite well during this scene to execute cohesive and imaginative storytelling. 

Animating a popular mythological creature in sync with a famous symphony from an iconic 

composer proved to be a positive outcome of Walt Disney’s insistence on having a Greek 

mythology-inspired segment. Both Disney and Beethoven enjoyed using their artistic skills to 

evoke imagery and emotions. Interestingly, Disney found a way to combine and preserve both of 

their talents – thanks to the technology of film and a flying horse named Pegasus.   
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